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SUMMARY
The engineering behind WIG technology has become established, yet the technology has yet to roll out in any significant
commercial form despite wide interest across the world.
The reason for this could be that, although the aerodynamics and hydrodynamics may be understood, entrepreneurial
people do not understand the 'commercial dynamics' of the concept - that is, how to make money out of WIG? This
paper will explore that question and make recommendations which have engineering implications.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The title of this paper may seem rather pretentious as, up
to now, most WIG projects have failed to attract major
investment or materialise into mainstream profitable
products. But this may be due less to technical issues
and more to entrepreneurial people not understanding
where the opportunities lie and how to turn the technical
concept into a viable business proposition. The objective
of this paper is to set out some signposts to where the
money lies, and how to get there, based on the authors’
involvement in WIG for more than 10 years.
To engineers, the purpose of hydrodynamics and
aerodynamics is well understood.
‘Commercial
Dynamics’ as the author would have it, has the same
function. It is simply a way of understanding and
optimising craft performance using the flow of money
rather than air or water. As such, it is not another world
to engineering, simply another facet.

2.

BRIEF TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

Ground effect can be most simply thought of as a
dynamic cushion of air between a wing and a surface in
close proximity below it, generated by virtue of the
wings’ own forward movement and the airflow/surface
interaction. This effect increases lift and decreases drag
compared to free flight, leading to lift-to-drag (L/D)
ratios circa 20 to 30+ being achievable. This two/threefold improvement in L/D compared to conventional craft
leads to greater payload or decreased power requirement.
The effect is considered to become significant at a height
less than one wingspan above a surface.
Perhaps the simplest simile is that of a hovercraft without
a skirt, whose cushion is created by its own forward
velocity. Many vehicles already rely on ground effect:
fast cars use the effect in reverse to increase traction,
unlimited hydroplanes and racing catamarans use ground
effect lift to ‘lighten’ the vessel and reduce water drag.
In its purest form the WIG vessel (ekranoplan) leaves the
water completely to skim just above the surface. The
extra lift disappears if the craft rises out of ground effect

and, as long as the craft is not capable of free flight, it is
bound to the surface and can be considered and classified
as a marine surface craft rather than an aeroplane.
The transition to ground effect is blurred by a number of
techniques to reduce the power required for takeoff from
water, such as Power Augmented Ram (PAR) which is
the forcible blowing of air under the wing to produce a
primitive static air cushioning, or the SES/hovercraft
approach which uses a retractable hovercraft skirt that
collapses once takeoff velocity has been achieved.
The history of WIG development has been reported in
many papers [1, 2] and so is not repeated here. The two
greatest challenges facing WIG designers are 1)
longitudinal stability and 2) takeoff/cruise power
difference.
The longitudinal stability problem arises from the
movement of the centre of aerodynamic lift when a wing
transits the ground-effect region, leading to potential
‘blow-over’ or ‘stuffing’. This has led to a quest for
some sort of inherent natural stability, usually through
the use of cunning geometry. Over the years dominant
configurations emerged, in particular the ‘stick-withwings’ ekranoplan that features a large high-mounted tail
(e.g. KM) and the Reverse-Delta Lippisch wing. Other
solutions include S shaped wing sections and tandem
wing arrangements. One of the most interesting in the
authors’ view is the ‘double wing’ propounded by Mr
Chuck Bixel for many years [3, 4, Appendix A]. Similar
configurations have now seen successful manifestation in
several current craft.
The takeoff/cruise power issue concerns the fact that it
takes considerably more power to take off from water
than to cruise in ground effect once achieved. This
difference is typically 5:1 for first generation WIG craft.
Clever use of lift-off aids (PAR, SES skirt, hydrofoils,
low drag hulls etc) has got this down to 3:1 in some
cases. Yet it remains an issue in terms of the lost
payload that the excess engines and transmission
represent and the capital costs of that excess kit, as well
as the engineering challenge of reining back the

propulsion to one-third its MCR or shutting down one
engine of two without flying round in circles

3.

REVIEW OF CURRENT ACTIVITIES
WORLDWIDE

Despite the author’s rather pessimistic views expressed
in his earlier paper “Innovation Dying of Apathy” [5]
there have been some interesting recent developments in
the world of WIG. Those most notable are the works of
Universal Hovercraft (USA), Fischer Flugmechanik
(Germany), Sea Eagle International of Australia, and that
of various research and commercial projects in Korea.
3.1. USA: Universal Hovercraft offers two ‘Hoverwing’
WIG designs as kits or completed craft. They are in
essence hovercraft fitted with fabric wings but they
achieve self-stability and the hovercraft cushion provides
a low drag lift-off aid and amphibious capability.
Pictured (Figure 1) is the 4-6 seat UH-19XRW
‘HoverWing’.

Figure 1:

Universal Hovercraft, USA, UH19XRW ‘HoverWing’

Figure 2:

Fischer Flugmechanik HW2VT trials in
Holland 1997.

Figure 3:

Fischer Flugmechanik HoverWing 50
concept proceeding with East Asian
backing.

Figure 4:

CGI of Fischer Flugmechanik
HoverWing 20 proceeding with East
Asian backing.

3.2. Germany: Fischer Flugmechanik have ongoing
projects to develop their second-generation ‘HoverWing’
lifting body/Lippisch configuration in 20 seat and 50 seat
form with support from East Asian investors. This
follows 3000km of successful trials of the 2 seat manned
technology demonstrator vessel HW2VT in 1997 and the
certification of the Flightship 8 first generation craft in
2001 [6, 7]. The FF HoverWing concept employs a
retractable SES type air cushion lift-off aid between
catamaran hulls to achieve a 3:1 take-off/cruise power
differential (Figures 2, 3, 4, further information
Appendix B).

3.3. Australia: Sea Eagle International, led by Chris
Holloway [8] has developed a manned technology
demonstrator of ‘ekranoplan’ type configuration with
evident East Asian involvement.

Figure 5:

Figure 7:

South Korean large WIG transporter
concept as a solution to regional
transport issues.

Figure 8:

South Korean manned scale
demonstrator of large WIG transporter.

Sea Eagle, manned demonstrator, Sea
Eagle International, Australia

3.4. The South Korean government sees WIG as a
potential regional transport solution and has funded
several initiatives with the involvement of research
teams, institutions and companies. This has led to trials
of several different home-grown craft aimed at the more
challenging sea states of that region. The project now
includes development of the 50 seat Fischer
Flugmechanik HoverWing (Figures 6, 7, 8).

Figure 6:

Small South Korean WIG ‘aircraft’ not
confined to ground effect.

Despite the common naming of the offerings from
Universal Hovercraft and Fischer Flugmechanik, the
HoverWing concepts are notably different (there is also
another ‘HoverWing’ by Rudy Heeman, New Zealand).
While both use a lift off aid in the form of a hovercraft
skirt which collapses/retracts after takeoff, their
underlying evolutionary approaches are different. The
UH-19X has evolved from a hovercraft with wings,
whereas the FF HW 20 has evolved from an aircraft base
but with an SES type cushion between catamaran hulls.
Aerodynamically they are somewhat different, the UH19 resembling the Bixel configuration while the FF
HW20 is a Lippisch configuration with a central lifting
body. One could speculate that over time these two
approaches would evolve on a convergent path.

3.

WIG COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY:
BREAKING THE DUCK

Let us be clear on what WIG is about. It is about high
speed marine transportation, circa 100 knots, in comfort,
without water contact, slamming shock, stress, wake,
wash or seasickness. WIG does this with minimal
investment in infrastructure [9], and in a fuel efficient

way. But we will see later that although the concept has
some fuel-efficient ‘green’ credentials, they are probably
not its main selling point in the whole scheme of things.

how small a WIG would be able to generate a sufficient
revenue stream to enable manufacturer and customer to
fulfil their ambitions is part of that quest.

WIGs’ ability to handle sea states is a function of vessel
size and configuration, but roughly circa sea-state 2 (and
maybe to 3) for initial emerging craft. This opens
potential for use in coastal, inter island and major rivers
around the world, in civil (e.g. ferry) workboat (e.g. rig
servicing) luxury (e.g. sports cruiser) and military (e.g.
coastguard) markets. Even given the sea-state limitations
of WIG the geographic and demographic scale of this
market around the world is vast, with hundreds of
millions of people living and working in locations which
would benefit from WIG [10]. One could liken the
opportunity to that of the helicopter market; equally
niche, same operating speed, lower payload fraction,
more expensive and dynamically unstable. That market
is worth billions of dollars – in fact, forecast world
rotorcraft production for 2009 - 2018 is 15,000 units
worth $174.4 billion! [11].
Imagine this was WIG.
Another example of mass production is the airline market
that supports construction of one airbus A320 / per day.

There is an ‘urban myth’ about WIG costing more than a
boat but less than an aircraft, and so occupies an
intermediate market space. This price position cannot be
assumed. Indeed, it is very easy to make a WIG more
expensive than an aircraft due to the high ‘first of class’
costs (development costs & overheads) and also to its
close proximity to aircraft technology, and therefore
aircraft-like costs. The true challenge is to design and
build a WIG whose commercial viability fulfils that
urban myth. This is not so easy, but by using a
‘commercial dynamics’ approach it is possible to identify
some key messages.

Anybody who thinks that WIG is about producing the
odd craft for a novelty use has misunderstood the market
opportunity entirely.
WIG is about series/mass
production of high speed marine craft at a manufacturing
scale akin to the volume of the speedboat sector.

A simple analytical framework can help explore this
issue, using interlinked business models for WIG
production and operation as below (Figure 9):

For simplicity the analysis concentrates on the civil
market because it is relatively easy to put together
business models around a simple, basic unit price. (This
is not to say that the civil ferry market is the best starting
point for a WIG business, since the Luxury and Military
markets may be easier to crack and more lucrative.)

4.

COMMERCIAL DYNAMICS OF WIG

Supporters of WIG have argued in favour of commercial
craft from ocean-crossing scale downwards, citing an
apparent gap in the Karman–Gabrielli chart of lift/drag
ratio against velocity, and also that the larger the size
equates to greater efficiency, greater sea state capability,
and to some extent greater self-stability [12]. This paper
takes the more pragmatic view that commercialisation of
the technology has to start somewhere, and without truly
massive financial support it has to start small and cheap.
Also, the customer has to feature highly in the plan. Just

WIG product /
manufacture
business model

Price

Direct Market Value

But it is not important to accurately estimate worldwide
demand. Both the product and market are too young to
enable this. The simple question a manufacturer needs to
answer is this: “How many craft do I need to sell to
break even with reasonable profit?” If the answer is
somewhere under 20 then the project is in with a chance.
Can one find 20 sales opportunities in the costal, interisland, estuary, and major river regions of the world?
You bet! Just playing with some numbers finds 20,000
islands in the Malay Archipelago, 27 major rivers of
more than 1,700 miles, 800 manned oil platforms off the
Gulf of Mexico… the list of sales opportunities goes on.
The problem is ‘breaking the duck’ - making and selling
the first commercially viable WIG to get the revenue
stream going, which moves us neatly into the next
section.

WIG operator
business model

Extended Market Value

Figure 9:

Interlinked business models for WIG
Manufacture and Operation.

The diagram illustrates the basic ‘commercial dynamics’
of the product manufacturing and operating businesses
interlinked by the overlap of Price, since the price must
be favourable to both sides. This is contained within the
Direct Market Value that results from the product and its
use. Beyond this is the “Extended Market Value” to
indicate that there may be a wider commercial
investment opportunity afforded by WIG than just the
businesses of building and operating WIGs, as explained
later on in the paper.
The good thing about this approach is that one can model
the ‘commercial dynamics’ right across both builder and
user. One can explore the impacts and implications of
changes upstream or downstream in this supply chain.
Most importantly it allows one to start with the end-user
and ask questions about the economic price for travelling

on such a craft, under what sort of service scenarios, and
how this feeds back into technical, production and design
decisions.

With the above in mind one can start to explore the
commercial dynamics and answer the question of how to
make money out of WIG.

Let us briefly explore this vendor / user relationship. The
common point of overlap, the ‘relationship’ if you like, is
the price (in truth the overlap will extend into other areas
such as service, support, training, maintenance and the
like). Looking at things in this way we see that the
business of selling WIG is not a transactional ‘arms
length’ affair, but one in which each side has an implicit
interest in the others’ welfare. So the first lesson is that it
pays to build a vendor-customer relationship which is
much more like a strategic alliance than a sell-and-forget
transaction. It also helps with the next question of who
makes the money.

To begin a commercial dynamics model let us consider
the case for manufacture and operation of a small WIG
of notional 27 passenger capacity (not too big to be
financed, not too small to be useful and built either with
composite or aluminium techniques). This will be
limited by a sea state of 2 – 3. The earning ability will be
limited by the number of passengers and the number of
operating hours. The speed of 100 knots is typical for
WIG and is assumed (although faster is achievable).
Moving on to the journey model the main determining
factor is “Is there a toilet on board?” If not, it is probably
unreasonable to ask passengers or pilot to go without
relief for more than one hour. This sets the operational
range of the vessel of 100 nautical miles. Note that, had
a toilet been provided, the next question would be “Is it
safe to allow unrestrained passengers to wander around
the cabin while the vehicle is travelling at 100 knots?”
This is a whole new can of worms in risk assessment
which, frankly, is best avoided in the early years of the
WIG sector. So we have a 100 knot 27 passenger WIG
for sea states 2-3 for 100 mile routes, for which there are
many market opportunities in the world.

This is an interesting question to resolve. Naturally the
WIG transport sector aims to generate revenue and profit.
But how should that be shared? Where should the
balance be made?
•

Should the manufacturer make a fat profit but
price his vessels so high that the operator can
only afford to run on a shoe-string?

•

Or should the manufacturer price the vessel on
minimal margins while the operator makes fat
lazy profits ferrying rich people to luxury
resorts?

The answer is (certainly during the formative years of the
industry) that because of the mutual interest in each
others welfare, both manufacturer and operator need to
understand how to share the profits through an amicable
vessel price point. The price must be favourable to both
manufacturing and operating business models.
This
balance is further complicated by the fact that the
business model for the manufacturer is more complicated
and carries greater risk than that of the operator.
The manufacturer has to make significant investment in
first of class costs (design, certification, tooling,
production overheads etc) before the first craft is even
sold. Then he has to sell units, maybe over several years
before he has recovered the investment. This represents
a financial risk spanning maybe five or so years from
start to finish, on top of the engineering risk that goes
with developing a totally new leading-edge product.
The operators’ model is far simpler. The operator has
only to finance the capital cost of the craft, through some
sort of loan/lease or amortisation, and ensure that this
element is met each year from the passenger revenue.
The key risks on the operators’ side of the equation are:
1) will the passenger revenue be as predicted in the
marketing plan? 2) will the craft last long enough to
match the budgeted write-down?

5.

COMMERCIAL DYNAMICS
MODELLING

As the basis for exploration, a generic commercial model
of a WIG Manufacture and Operation has been
constructed, having the primary characteristics tabulated
below (Table 1). Various other nominal assumptions
have been made to complete the model.

6.1.

MODEL DISCUSSION – MANUFACTURING

Under the above scenario, in order to achieve breakeven
by the sale of 10 units (except the 001 unit which is
retained for development, certification trials and
marketing) the price charged must be around $3.444m
USD per unit, equating to $127.5k USD per seat.
Whether the breakeven by 10 sales is within a few
months or several years depends on the manufacturing
rate (Figure 10). Clearly, rapid manufacturing methods
shorten the time to breakeven. This may suggest that the
rapid repeatability of composite construction is
favourable over slower aluminium build.
Across 10 units the composition of costs attributable to
each boat is roughly 63% direct costs and 37% allocation
of first-of-class overheads.
This suggests that
minimisation of first-of-class overheads is desirable since
they are a significant driver of the sale price:

Production model:

equates to $0.56 USD per mile
assuming a load factor of 80%
occupancy. A return trip to a
destination one hour / 100 mile
round trip away would therefore
cost $122 USD. The components of
costs are charted in Figure 11 .

Operator model:

Max takeoff weight 10 tonnes
Payload 3 tonnes = 27 passengers
incl. luggage.
o 2 x gas turbine engines, with
cruise power 630 HP
o Fuel price per kg.
o Effective speed 100 knots
o Assumed fixed overhead cost for
all development tooling and
certification $10m, making total
First of Class costs $ 12.596m
which includes initial unit ‘001’
cost $2.596m, not sold but
retained for trials and marketing
purposes. Long run average
cost/unit $ 2,014m (100 units).
Business goals:
To break even within 10 units sold
o
o

o
o

o

One x WIG operation
Assume journey model 7 hours
per day, 200 days per year, total
flying time 1400 hrs allowing for
downtime.
Assumes depreciation /
amortisation over 10 years with
10% residual value.
Assumptions for load factor and
utilisation.
Fuel at $597/tonne (at time of
press)
Assume average interest rate on
capital 6%
Staff costs allow for 2 pairs of
crew and two general personnel.

This scenario seems fairly realistic.
At $3.444m the capital cost is less
o
than the equivalent seating aircraft.
Whether the market considers the
o
fare to be reasonable depends on the
wealth of the passenger clientele
o
and the attractiveness of the
o
destination (for context, the Cairns –
Barrier Reef Quicksilver wavepiercer charges circa $182 USD per
To achieve 20% net profit before tax
adult for a similar trip). However,
our WIG model assumes the craft to
be in continuous revenue-earning
Table 1:
27 passenger gas turbine WIG model assumptions (see
operation during its seven hour
also Appendix C)
window. This indicates that the
operator model suits a regular service route, since any
•
It is conceivable that the fixed assets, such
breaks imply an increase in fare to cover the dead time.
as factory size, might also be smaller for a
The
model assumes operation for 7 hours/day, 200
composite-build than aluminium-build.
days/year. Clearly the ability of a route to provide a
•
Other ways worth investigating to minimise
greater revenue earning window would give opportunity
first costs include shared risk collaboration
to lower the fare price or increase the profit.
with suppliers as partners, loan equipment
& engines for 001, making the most of
The operator model is dominated by the
government development grants, offsetting
depreciation/loan repayment accounting for 30% of
supplier costs with marketing sponsorship
earnings driven by the price of the craft and assumed
etc.
depreciation rate, with another 9% due to interest
payments. Therefore any action that the manufacturer
can take to bring down the vessel price eases the burden
6.2.
MODEL DISCUSSION – OPERATOR
for the operator, which reinforces the point made in the
Manufacturing model discussion above. Again, purchase
In order for the operator to cover all costs and achieve
price was driven quite heavily by the gas turbine engine
the desired 20% net profit (before tax), at the given
costs (budget cost $600k USD) and some creative
vessel price the revenue per passenger (i.e. the fare price)
thinking in this area could help, perhaps by a power-byProduction Model 27 passenger seat at $3.444 million USD
180,000
160,000
140,000
120,000

Revenue $k

100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000
-20,000

-

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

-40,000
Years
Sales revenue

Figure 10:

Net revenue

Illustration of Manufactures business model. Investment in pre-production and first of class
costs until first vessel sold in year 2. Production rate gives breakeven (10th sale) after 3.5 years

the-hour arrangement directly with the engine supplier
which keeps the capital cost of the engine off the balance
sheet.
Another significant factor is the depreciation rate, which
is linked to the vessel life. At this early stage in the WIG
industry, financers might take a pessimistic view of the
life of such a unique emerging-technology product which
could see a write down in somewhat less than the 10
years assumed in this model. Application of 5 years
would result in the depreciation and interest on capital
accounting for half of the operator costs and forces a fare
price of $0.74/passenger per mile in order to meet that
20% net profit target.

•

Don’t buy anything expensive, and keep
costs under control at all times. Don’t build
a factory with expensive overheads, but
outsource where possible.

•

Operators look for routes which offer wide
operating hours and rich fare-paying
customers.

One of the most dominant elements of vessel cost is that
of the gas turbine engines; a ball-park $600k USD per
boat is attributable to the two engines in the above
model. This is a significant driver behind the vessel
price, and also exposes the business model to
vulnerability should the engine supplier
Operator Business Model; Cotsts - Gas Turbine : Passengers = 27
decide to change its prices. The 3-5:1
takeoff / cruise-power bandwidth
Fuel cost per year
necessitates either running both engines
7%
at very low power (which gas turbines
Staff (nominal)
Maintenance cost
24%
don’t like) or finding some sort of
per year
Training
technical solution, perhaps a clutch /
3%
3%
gearbox mechanism to combine and uncombine some thousand horsepower, so
Depreciation/lease
that one engine can be turned off while
repayment
Buildings
30%
underway without flying round in
1%
circles. This is not a cheap piece of kit.
Analysis of a third party’s WIG who
Advertising,
marketing, billing
claimed they had overcome this
7%
problem revealed a poor lift/drag ratio,
Net profit 20%
Net profit 20%
equivalent to dragging a parachute
Mooring and
Interest on Capital
Insurance
Navigation
behind
more
efficient
designs.
9%
Days a Year = 200
13%
3%
Ironically
that
poor
L/D
did
avoid
the
Hours a day = 7
need
for
a
combining
clutch
to
Revenue per passenger per mile = $0.56
Capital Cost of Craft = $3.444m
disengage an engine, but at the expense
of doubling the fuel consumption.
However, breakeven point between the
Figure 11:
Operator Business Model Costs – Gas Turbine: Passengers
cost of extra fuel and the cost of the
= 27
clutch was around five years. The
argument of whether it is better to
waste
fuel
or
install
a clutch is clouded further if the
The dominance of the nominal staffing component of
energy
that
might
have
gone into manufacturing that
24% is also evident, leading one to conclude that the
clutch is considered.
operators’ business model is sensitive to labour cost and
the WIG technology should aim to keep the human
support to a minimum.
In the above model, fuel costs are only 7% of the
operators’ total costs (reflecting the efficiency of WIG),
and even a doubling of fuel costs is unlikely to produce
much more than a second-order impact when compared
to variances in other elements of the model. Indeed,
conventional fast ferry craft business models are more
fuel-intensive and would feel the pinch before WIG. But
we see from this analysis that, due to other dominant
costs, it takes more than good fuel efficiency to make the
case for WIG a compelling one.
The messages emerging so far are:
•

A successful WIG should be simple, cheap,
in continuous use and long lasting.

Let us explore that engine cost-driver further. By
comparison to gas turbines, diesel engines are
dramatically cheaper, but even the best high
power/weight ratio diesels still come with a weight
penalty which means that some payload has to go. If the
commercial dynamics model is re-worked by re-engining
with diesels one can substitute $600k USD gas turbines
for $27k USD of diesel engines of the same power.
Unfortunately the diesel engines add transmission and
cooling complexity and 1.35 tonnes of weight. This
reduces the number of passengers from 27 to 15.
Nevertheless, a 15 passenger WIG might still be a decent
craft. Will the saving of $573k dollars cost offset the
loss of 12 passengers?
Re-working the Manufacturer and Operator business
models to the same criteria as above we find for the

The South Korean WIG project falls into this category as
it is notable for the size of the vision, the size of the
funding made available to it and the size of the players
involved. Whereas most WIG projects suffer from poor
funding and poor support, the South Korean Government
have taken the view that the value to the economy of
such high speed transportation justifies the investment of
several million US dollars equivalent
into research and development. This
Operator Business Model Diesel : Passengers = 15
has brought players such as Daewoo
Fuel cost per year
8%
Shipbuilding and Marine Engineering
Maintenance cost
Staff (nominal)
Co., the South Korean Ministry of
per year
26%
3%
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries, and
Training (% of
KORDI into play. Nor are the South
revenue)
Koreans’ ambitions restricted to local
2%
waters as their interests in other
Depreciation/lease
repayment
Buildings (% of
markets worldwide are evidenced by
29%
revenue)
the information released on the
1%
project.

manufacturer to break-even in ten units, the sales price
would need to be £3.015m USD. For the operator to
make the target 20% profit margin the revenue per mile
would have to increase from $0.56 USD to $0.93 USD
(Figure 12). This challenges the operator to find more
lucrative passengers for the 15 seater than the 27 seater.

Advertising and
marketing (% of
capital)
6%

Interest on Capital
9%

Another aspect of the extended
commercial value of WIG is the value
Mooring and
of spin-off technology which could
Navigation
Insurance
come out of such a venture. WIG sets
3%
13%
Hours a day = 7
challenges in every facet of
Days a Year = 200
hydrodynamic, aerodynamic
and
Net Profit before tax 20%
structural design. It demands ‘outside
Revenue per passenger per mile (Fare) = $0.93
Capital Cost of Craft = $3.015m
the box’ thinking, using every trick in
the book, then throwing away the
Figure 12:
Operator business model for 15 seat diesel WIG.
book and writing a new one. It brings
in synergies and transferable concepts
So, we conclude that although the dynamics of
from other adjacent technologies, particularly automobile
commercial viability are sensitive to the capital cost of
design, where experience in performance within the
the craft, it is the number of bums-on-seats that
WIG speed envelope is more developed. Some examples
ultimately tips the balance. If a WIG design can combine
of the challenge:
both the capital cost advantage of diesel with a good
revenue-earning payload, it will be a winner. But that is
•
Minimisation of takeoff drag through
a goal which is difficult to achieve.
hydrodynamic and aerodynamic trickery
while also allowing high speed cruise at
high yaw angles relative to the water.
6.3.
EXTENDED COMMERCIAL VALUE
•
Accommodating a payload where the
optimum
aerodynamic shape is a wing
This is about WIG being greater than the sum of its parts.
section,
but
the optimum logistic form is
At this point the reader is asked to consider that WIG
brick-shaped.
What trickery is needed to
technology can have a wider commercial value beyond
give
a
brick
the
aerodynamic qualities of a
the direct manufacture and operation.
wing?
Consider, for example, the property appreciation that
could come about by the beneficial connection of distant
places to a major city. For example, in USA the Hudson
River could be used to connect riverside towns to New
York, as road and rail connections are slow, congested
and downright dangerous.
Assume 500 properties of
circa $1m average price experienced an appreciation of
4%, this equates to $20m USD of added value, which
would be sufficient to finance five of the 27-seat craft
outright and so establish the service. There are many
locations around the world where property values would
appreciate as a result of better marine transport
connections.

Through work such as this, a level of knowledge is
gained which also gives strategic, competitive advantage
over players in conventional industry sectors.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

The question of how to make money out of WIG is not
an easy one to answer. But the market potential is so
huge that it is worth trying hard for. Now that the basics
of the technology are established the focus needs to shift
to those aspects which make entrepreneurial business
sense. Using a ‘commercial dynamics’ approach some

pointers have been found and explored in this paper.
They suggest giving attention to:
•

The symbiotic nature of the manufacturer /
operator (vendor / customer relationship at
this early stage in sector start-up.

•

Understanding the cost drivers and true
selling point at end user level; finding a
way to fulfil those messages in the
manufacturing and product design.

•

Finding a balanced way to share the profit
and risk between manufacturer and
operator, with sensible pricing.

•

Minimisation of first costs, overheads and
risk since these are dominant drivers.

•

Attention to the dominance of takeoff
power,
engine
cost
and
payload
implications, since this is influential in
viability of both manufacturer and operator
businesses.

•

Looking beyond WIGs’ direct market value
and leveraging support from the wider
value of WIG.

WIG is a collection of strange paradoxes of engineering
and commercial interaction, which is why it is important
to fully understand what WIG is about. We saw that fuel
efficiency does not make WIG cheap. Nor is the low
lift/drag ratio the key - it is a curious problem whose
commercial solution might include dirtying up the
aerodynamics. In the end WIG is simply about a being a
fast, comfortable transport solution which asks little of
other infrastructure investment. Right now WIG is about
making a vessel that works, and works commercially at
every level. Perfecting the efficiency can come later,
once the revenue stream is sufficiently established to
allow it.
The pursuit of a commercially successful WIG is a
journey along the leading edge of innovation. It is not
about new leading-edge technology though, since that
adds risk and risk brings cost. Instead it is about
expanding what we already know and combining it in
new ways. The most commercially viable WIG craft to
emerge will be the products of deep thought will be
notable for their elegant simplicity.
This paper is written from the point of view of a
relatively small business start-up, where emphasis on
building a revenue stream for future funding is important.
Much larger leaps could be made if greater finance is
available and it is noted that Korea is in an extremely
strong position in this respect. But large pots of money
are not enough to guarantee commercial viability and the
messages in this paper still apply.
As Sir Christopher Cockerell once said, “But for the silly
chaps, we would still be living in the Stone Age.”

Several groups of silly chaps are busy perfecting WIG
right now and the reader would do well to have a closer
look at the work of Fischer Flugmechanik, Universal
Hovercraft, Sea Eagle International, and the Korean
teams.
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APENDIX A:

BIXEL DOUBLE WING

APPENDIX B: FISCHER FLUGMECHANIK HOVERWING 20.
Technical Specifications
Maximum Take Off Weight (MTOW)
Overweight Maximum Take Off Weight (OTOW)
Operational Empty Weight (OEW) – 20 PAX
Operational Empty Weight (OEW) – 23 PAX
Operational Empty Weight (OEW) – Cargo
Operational Empty Weight (OEW) – Patrol

9.500 kg
10.000 kg
6.466 kg
6.504 kg
6.182 kg
6.390 kg

/
/
/
/
/
/

20,944 lb
22,046 lb
14,255 lb
14,339 lb
13,629 lb
14,088 lb

Overall Length
Overall Wingspan
Overall Height

23.52 m
24.09 m
5,69 m

/
/
/

77.15 ft
79 ft
18.67 ft

Engine Power (Walter M601)
Maximum Speed
Design Cruise Speed
Take Off Speed
Landing Distance

2 x 750 hp
190 km/h
160 km/h
700 m
500 m

/
/
/
/
/

2 x 750 hp
118 mph
99.4 mph
766 yd
547 yd

640 km
450 km
900 km
725 km

/
/
/
/

346 nm
243 nm
486 nm
391 nm

Design Range (0.5m flare height over 1m waves):
20 PAX (2000kg)
23 PAX (2300kg)
20 PAX (2000kg) with OTOW 10.000kg
23 PAX (2300kg) with OTOW 10.000kg

FISCHER FLUGMECHANIK HOVERWING 20 - . SCHEMATIC
Contact: Hypercraft Associates. www.hypercraft-associates.com

5686

24090

23524

APPENDIX C: OTHER MODEL ASSUMPTIONS
Interest on Capital (average)
Insurance % of price
Mooring and Navigation
Advertising and marketing (% of capital)
Buildings (% of revenue)
Training (% of revenue)
Staff (nominal)

6%
4%
1%
2%
1%
2%
$250k

